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MEDITATION JOURNEY TO STILLNESS

O

n the Easter Day, Bhante Buddharakkhita led a
journey to stillness (mindfulness and equanimity) in a day-long silent retreat. The retreat was
organised to help participants develop mindfulness/stillness enable them navigate uncertainties in the
current world. Today, we are faced with many challenges
such as the stresses of COVID-19 pandemic, personal anxieties, insecurities, worries, fears and other mental issues.

In fact, our life has become too busy with a lot of noises and
stresses and we have perceived this as the new normal.
Breaking away from all these distractions that keep us lingering on the shallow surfaces of the mind, requires a certain
degree of stillness and resilience. Our retreats give participants an opportunity to sit in silence cultivate peace and happiness. Participants also had a chance to integrate mindfulness meditation and yoga practice in order to balance the
body and mind.
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CHILDREN UNDER NOVICEHOOD TRAINING BENEFITING FROM YOGA PRACTICE

A

s we move to the next stage of training for the novices, we have sought to
integrate mindful yoga. Yoga for
some people is a way of letting their
body and mind feel good, and to some, it is a
spiritual practice or a way of life. Despite these
approaches however, yoga is a practice compatible with Buddhist meditation. For instance, it
helps to reform and untie our habitual and unconscious patterns.
Moreover, yoga provides a foundation to building good habits such as non-attachment, selfdiscipline and inquiry. Furthermore, it provides a
pathway to consciously make choices of a happy
healthy and fulfilling life. Therefore, we integrated this practice with the Dhamma to help these
children develop good health habits in their lives
and support their mental and body development.
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When children are growing up, their minds and nervous
systems are constantly stimulated . We hope that yoga
practice will help them to slow their mind down and restore their sense of mental and body balance as different
poses offer them abundant benefits. For that reason, during the practice, their bodies go through a variety of motions which directly counteract aches and pains associated with tension, fear, stress or even poor postural habits.
We feel inspired to hear these children talk about their
own experiences. One of them said that;
“I like the tree pose so much. It helps me to concentrate
easily and focus my mind in the present moment. With
butterfly poses, I feel relaxed; and wheel pose helps to
massage my body and makes me feel good.”
Ariyarakkhita (Protected by Light of the Noble Ones).
Another one, Devarakkhita (protected by the Devas), he
likes more the head stand, wheel pose and triangle pose.
“The head stand helps me to remove sleepiness. The
wheel pose helps to open up my chest and kidneys and I
feel good whenever I practice it. The triangle pose, helps
to release tensions in my ribs and waist.”
Also, Dhammarakkhita (Protected by the Dhamma) said
that, “head stand helps my heart to pump blood throughout the body, and I feel my legs are lighter when they are
up in the air. The crow pose makes me feel balanced and
relaxed.”
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EXEMPLIFYING THE BUDDHIST PRACTICE
THROUGH WATER AND SANITATION

I

n 2008, we rolled out our Water and Sanitation Project with the vision
of providing communities with safe and clean water. As a result, we
have provided clean water to schools and local communities. So far, we
have dug 9 boreholes and over 10,000 people are benefiting from this
initiative.

In our next phase of the project, plans are underway to drill 15 boreholes in
rural communities to help them have access to safe drinking water. So far,
we have successfully drilled 1 borehole, and another one is under construction.
We would like to send our deepest gratitude to Huong Tu Loving Kindness
Foundation for their generous support towards this project.
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Gratitude to All Our Supporters
UBC activities are made possible by many supporters from around the world. Therefore, we are
eternally grateful for your kind and generous donations.

UBC still needs your support:
 To maintain resident teachers/monastics
 To maintain the Temple
 To run Buddhist activities

Please note that this payment gateway accepts 3D secure transactions only. This means that only cards that
are Verified by Visa, and Master secure code will be accepted. If your donation doesn’t go through, kindly contact your bank to ensure you are secured. Thank you!

 To build monks accommodation facilities
How to donate:
1.

Donate online:

Please follow the links below to make a secure donation
online:

https://ugandabuddhistcenter.org
https://xpresspay.ug/payments/ugandabuddhistcentre/
index.html

2. wire transfer
Beneficiary’s Bank Details:
Bank Name : Orient Bank Limited
Bank Account Number: 41261302010523
Bank Account Name: Uganda Buddhist Centre
Swift Address: ORINUGKA
Bank Address: Orient Plaza, 6/6A, Kampala Road.

https://dashboard.flutterwave.com/donate/hd1cwapst9gc
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Our Address and Contact Info
Uganda Buddhist Centre
Off-Entebbe Road, Bulega, Garuga, Entebbe
P.O. Box 898, Entebbe, Uganda
Tel: +256 (0) 392 – 000926
Mob: +256 (0) 775 – 019180
E-mail: ugandabuddhistcentre@gmail.com
Website: www.ugandabuddhistcenter.org
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